Role of Gln1029 in the photoactivation processes of the LOV2 domain in adiantum phytochrome3.
Phototropin (phot) is a blue-light receptor in plants. The molecule has two FMN (flavin mononucleotide)-binding domains named the LOV (light-oxygen-voltage) domain, that is a subset of a PAS (per-arnt-sim) superfamily. Illumination of phot-LOV domains produces a covalent C(4a) flavin-cysteinyl adduct, which is called the S390 intermediate state. According to the crystal structures of the LOV2 domain of Adiantum phytochrome3 (phy3), a fusion protein of phot containing the phytochrome chromophoric domain, in the unphotolyzed and S390 states, and the side chain of Gln1029 switches hydrogen bonds with the FMN chromophore. Gln1029 is the hydrogen-bonding donor of the C(4)=O group of FMN in the unphotolyzed state, whereas Gln1029 is the hydrogen-bonding acceptor of the N(5)-H group of FMN in S390. In this paper, we measured the light-induced structural changes in the Q1029L mutant protein of phy3-LOV2 by means of low-temperature FTIR spectroscopy, and the obtained spectra are compared with those of the wild type. Low-temperature UV-visible spectroscopy of Q1029L detected only one intermediate state, S390, at 77-295 K, as well as the wild type. The C(4)=O stretch of FMN at 1710 cm(-1) is shifted to 1723 cm(-1) in Q1029L, presumably because of the lack of hydrogen bonds between Gln1029 and FMN. Upon formation of S390, the C(4)=O group hydrogen bond is weakened in both wild type and Q1029L. These observations are fully consistent with the X-ray crystal structures of the unphotolyzed and S390 states. On the other hand, the C(4)=O stretch of FMN and amide-I vibrations are temperature-independent in Q1029L, in contrast to wild type, in which highly temperature-dependent FTIR spectra are detected. Amide-I vibrations of Q1029L at room temperature are similar to those of the wild type at 77-150 K but not at room temperature. These facts imply that the Q1029L mutant protein lacks progressive protein structural changes following flavin-cysteinyl adduct formation in the wild type, which eventually alter structures of beta sheet and alpha helix in the protein moiety. Hydrogen-bonding interaction of Gln1029 with the FMN chromophore likely plays an important role in the protein structural changes of phy3-LOV2.